Introduction

	I have never actually thought to create a battle book of my insanity, but recent events have caused me to compile my current writings.

	This section was originally started when I suddenly found myself as Champion of my park.  I had been in Amtgard roughly three months, and those three months had been covered by a Champion who showed up at 3 and left at 5.  His favorite thing to do was Teamicide.  

	Needless to say, I was a bit overwhelmed.

	Fortunately, the field had a Champion’s book of sorts which detailed a handful of basic games (mostly of the teamicide variety) along with some local relics.  It also had a rather nice list of supplies that a Champion should have on hand to throw together last minute games.  That book has unfortunately disappeared from that park.
	I also went searching through other groups’ websites, hoping to find anything to help me out.  The Newbie Guide and Amtgard Combat quickly became my favorite resources.

	This beginning attempt at a battle book contains some of the games I found, plus some of my own devising.  It also includes some of my quests.

	The last section, I fear, bears some explanation.  There is a role-playing game called Kobolds Ate My Baby.  The title alone has always made me laugh.  So when I was informed three days before an event that I would be running the battlegame for the day, I went into a stupor.  I immediately starting plotting my game by that name, along with the story for the Kobolds.  My housemate made a doll to be the baby, and some of the other accoutrements.
	The game was so much fun that it was soon followed by the Ice Cream Social, which was quite funny when everyone realized the last ingredient had been accidentally dropped into a townsperson’s quiver by a Kobold!  As yet, the remaining four Kobold games remain untested.

	It’s not much, but it helped me survive six of the most fun months I ever had, and I have slowly added quest designs to it that I will hopefully get to try.



						In service






Game Ideas

Ditch Battle  (Non-class)

Smear the Queer  (Non-class/Class)
	Use a spell ball or something to be the “queer”.  Toss it onto the ground and let everyone try to get it.  Whoever picks it up is “It”, and everyone chases him until he is killed, the killer then takes the queer until he is killed.

Amoeba Tag (Non-class/Class)
	Divide everybody into 2-man teams.  Teammates must remain in contact the entire time!  Teams run around trying to beat the other teams.  Every time a team defeats another team, the defeated team joins the victorious team.  If this is done as  a class battle, the class abilities are only usable by the person playing that class and level.  Abilities do not become shared.  The game ends when everyone is on the same team!

Assassin Among Us  (Class)
Victory: Assassin is killed.
Loss: Everyone else is killed.
	This can be done one of two ways.  1.  Divide the group into two teams, or 2. Send the entire group on a supposed quest.  Privately designate one person to be the “assassin”, and set a prearranged signal with him.  Let the game start.  After a bit, give the signal.

Capture  (Class)
Variation #1
	Victory:  Capture the other team’s flag and return it to your own base.
	Loss:  Team is shattered by other team.
Variation #2
	Victory:  Capture or shatter the other team’s wizard (or captain) and return them 
                            to your base.
	Loss:  Team’s own wizard (or captain) is captured or shattered.

Defend the Landbridge  (Class)
Victory: Defending team shatters attacking team.
Loss: Attacking team gets onto the landbridge.
	If necessary, ropes can be laid out to mark off the bridge.  Anyone stepping off the bridge is dead.  The attacking team should either have fewer lives or a flag to return to base, or both.

Magics Battle  (Class)
Variation #1- Magics vs. the World
Variation #2- Both teams contain nothing but magic


Maze  (Class)
Variation #1
	Victory:  Defeat the Spider.
	Loss:  Spider shatters entire group.
	*Reeves or Spider helpers may Web new areas with cut strands*
Variation #2
	Victory:  Find object in the maze and bring it back out.
	Loss:  Maze guardians shatter entire team.
	*Maze guardians may rehide item if they take it from the team*
Variation #3
	Victory: Successfully navigate through the maze.
	Loss:  Maze residents shatter team.
	*Reeves may move maze walls at will.  Walls cannot be cut*

Nonmagics Battle  (Class)
Variation #1- One Nonmagic Class vs. the World
Variation #2- No magicusing classes allowed

Rescue  (Class)
Variation #1
	Victory: Rescue your wizard from the other team and return him to your base.
	Loss: The other team gets their wizard back to their base.
Variation #2
	Victory:  Rescue the newbie from the monster and return them to your base.
	Loss:  The monsters eat your team (and probably have the newbie for dessert).
Variation #3
	Victory: Rescue the Monarch from a roving band of ne’er-do-wells.
	Loss:  Ne’er-do-wells slaughter your team and go traipsing off with the Monarch.

Run the Gauntlet  (Class)
Victory:  The attacker makes it through the gauntlet.
Loss:  The attacker does not make it through the gauntlet.
           This can be done with giants or progressively harder monsters.  This can also be 
           used non-class as a training module.

Teamicide  (Class)

   







Quest: The Elemental’s Treasure

Goal: Get the Elemental’s Treasure!

Materials:  Four wands (red, blue, green, gold)
	     Four favors (red, blue, green, gold)
	     Talisman
	     Blue dagger
	     Big brown rock

Monsters: Undeads- Wraith, Mummy, Ghoul, Banshee
	    Elementals- Fire, Water, Earth, Air  (slightly modified from Dar Un, see below)

Setup:  Four “statues” (the Elementals) are sitting around the field, each with a favor or 
            garb in its color, with one hand out in a loose fist.  Four undead creatures are 
            roaming about the field generally terrorizing anything they come across.
	DO NOT ANNOUNCE WHAT THE STATUES ARE BEFORE THE GAME!

Process: 1.  When an undead creature is killed, searching the body yields nothing.  If the 
                   creature is cured and resurrected, he gives his rescuer a wand as a thank you.
	  2.  Each wand matches one of the creatures: Red=Fire, Blue=Water, 
                  Green=Earth, Gold=Air.  When the wand is placed in the statue’s hand, the 
                   statue comes to life as the Elemental.   
	  3.  Each Elemental can only be destroyed by one thing.  The Wind spell will 
                   destroy the Air Elemental, who will drop a talisman.  The talisman pointed at 
                   the Earth Elemental while chanting “Blow, blow, thou winter wind” X3 will 
                   destroy it.  The Earth Elemental will drop a dirtball, which will destroy the 
                   Water Elemental.  (Get it?  The wind scatters the dust of the earth.  The 
                   dirtball soaks up the water.  The water from the icicle quenches the fire!)
	  4.  There are also two roles for Color, if one or two people want to participate, 
                   but not fight.  One is a Shopkeeper, who runs a magic shop where all forms   
                   of  magic may be purchased or bartered for.  The other is a kindly old Sage, 
                   who can translate the talisman and tell Questers how to use it.  The Sage can 
                   also give vaguely helpful hints when Questers can’t figure out the game.  The 
                   Sage can also start the Quest by sending Questers after the treasure because 
                   he needs it.

Helpful Setup Chart: (including which undead gets which wand)
Gold			Green			Blue			Red
Air Elemental		Earth Elemental	Water Elemental	Fire Elemental
Talisman		Dirtball		Icicle			Treasure
Wraith			Mummy		Ghoul			Banshee 




Story Quest: Water Theme

Opening Premise:  Groups of explorers have been sent out to return a fabled treasure.

First Meeting: The Impressment
		Two teams.  Outline 2 boat decks per boat.  Play to annihilation.  Winning
team “impresses” losing team to form one large team with winning captain in charge.

Later meetings (to be played as normal battle game scenarios):     
Hydra battle-  The team, still trying to figure out how to battle as a single team, 
                       battles a Hydra  (see Dor un Avathar for Hydra rules)

Assassin Among Us (Mutiny)-  Someone from the original losing side decides
                                                   he/she is not happy with the way things are going
                                                   and starts a mutiny by eliminating teammates.
                                                   The person will be “activated” by an agreed-upon
                                                   trigger from the reeves.
 
	Water Elemental-  The crew, having recovered from that nasty assassination
                                          attempt, comes upon a Water Elemental and has to try to defeat 
                                          it before the Water Elemental decides they’d be a tasty snack.  
                                          (see Dor un Avathar for Water Elemental Rules)

	Water Nymphs-  Having nearly escaped a Water Elemental, the team now 
                                       encounters Water Nymphs.  Hope they can get away!
			
	Plaguer Among Us (mimics some illness)-  As is often the way with those who 
                                            sail the high seas, an illness breaks out aboard ship.  The 
                                            “plaguer” goes among his/her crewmates plaguing everyone
                                            he/she comes in contact with until the illness can be cured.  
                                            (see Dor un Avathar for Plaguer rules)

	Water Dragon-At long last, the crew arrives at the lair of the Water Dragon,
                                    holder of the fabled treasure.  As can be expected, the Dragon is in 
                                    no mood to part with any of its hoard.  (This might go well as a 
                                    gathering game, granting the Dragon minions to help it 
                                    gather/regather its hoard as the crew takes the hoard trying to find 
                                    the treasure.)  (see Dor un Avathar for Water Dragon rules) 







Maze Crawl

Objective:  At least one member of each party should make it to the end of the maze.
	      (For parties who lose all members before reaching the end of the maze, send 
       them back to the beginning of the maze to start again.)

Materials Needed:  Rope to outline the Maze
	
Building the Maze:  Ideally, there could be dead ends, but for simplicity’s sake, there 
        should be a simple path through the maze so parties can focus on   
        defeating the monsters.  Corridors should be 5’-6’ wide at the very 
         least to facilitate fighting.  Rooms may be constructed for the three 
        monsters.

Monsters:  Pop Goblins
	      Stone Troll (see attached)
	      Minotaur (see attached)
	      Rock Golem (see attached)

Forming Parties:  The parties should be of 2-4 people, level cap to be set based on the 
 		     participants.  No party should consist solely of magic.

Notes:  1.  The ropes are ten-foot walls.  Parties cannot see through them or over them.  
      They also may not walk through them.
2.   The pop goblins are to help slow up teams so that there are not five teams 
      against a major monster.  As such, they can randomly appear anywhere in the 
      maze.  They should also back off from a team if they can see that the next 
      monster is alive and ready for them.  They should stay in pairs.
3.   There is absolutely no point for teams fighting each other, but fighting 
      alliances are also forbidden.  (Trading of enchantments is permitted, 
      however.)  The monsters are also forbidden from making fighting alliances.
	4.   This should go without saying, but if people shatter, reconfigure teams so that 
                  one person isn’t trying to take on the three main monsters alone.













Amtgard Super Bowl Party

First Half:  Jugging!

Possible Team Names:
Tin Aussie Titans			Finnvarra’s Goblins
Many Sodas Vikings			Louis XVI’s Cardinals
Orkish Raiders			England Patriots
Milan Dauphins			Orleans Saints
Parrot Bay Buccaneers s

(feel free to screw up your favorite team’s name)

The year we did this, Baltimore was playing New York, so the jugging teams became the Baltic Moor Ravens and the New Orc Giants!




Halftime Show:  Hold a bardic
		       Have a feast (someone actually made gourmet, yummy  
                            sandwiches the year we did this!)




Second Half:  Capture the Flag (why should the referees have all the fun?)

Play full-class Capture the Flag to 5 points.  Flag starts in the middle of the playing field.  Team must hold flag at base for 5 minutes to score a point.  After the point is scored, reset both sides.  No life count.  Per-game spells do not reset.















Kobolds Ate My Baby

Game Scenario

A pack of kobolds is out touring the local countryside when they find this delicious morsel of a baby lying around unguarded.  (Okay, so the baby was in a cradle just inside an open window, but who cares about minor details!)  So the kobolds grab the baby to make it the highlight of a BLT (baby, lettuce, and tomato) sandwich.  

As they set off to find the choicest ingredients (or at least whatever they can find), these crazy townspeople start attacking for no reason at all (although there is that one crazy woman screaming about a baby….maybe she was planning to have baby sandwich herself).

The kobolds want the ingredients for the baby sandwich.  The townspeople want to shatter the kobolds to destroy the force field protecting their cave, and rescue the baby!


Materials

Baby
Ingredients: 2 buns
	         Lettuce
	         Tomato
	         Cheese
         Ketchup
	         Mustard
	         Mayo
	         Special Sauce
Kobold monster cards (one for each kobold)
Rope to represent the force field at the cave’s entrance	        




















Kobold!
Q/M Ratio: .5/1
Armor: May wear up to 1 point.
Attacks: Any short melee weapon or javelin
Abilities: Sheer Numbers- Like the goblin ability, when a kobold dies the player 
                           must take a 50-count death, after which he pops up 
                           and yells "Alive!"
             Entangle Trap- as per the scout ability.  Say "May Mother Nature bind 
                                   thee" X2  The sneaky kobold has maneuvered 
                                   someone into one of their traps! 
Vulnerabilities: 1. A single shot to any unarmored area of a Kobold kills him.  All 
                         wounds kill.
                      2. When kobolds outnumber their attackers by a 2:1 ratio, the 
                          kobolds must attack, and must attack spellcasters first.  
                          Otherwise, the kobolds do not attack, but may defend. 
Garb:  Crude rags, leather/hide armor.  Make-up optional, but encouraged
Description:  Your little kobold band was wandering near a town one day, and 
                   found this nice juicy morsel of a baby just lying around (okay, so it 
                   was actually in a cradle just inside the window of this house, but it 
                   was lying there unwatched.  That meant it was free game, right?)  
                   So you grab the baby and start looking for just the right fixings to 
                   make baby sandwich for your snack.  As you are searching out your 
                   fixings, this crazy group of townspeople keep attacking you and you 
                   can't figure out why (may have something to do with that crazy 
                   human woman screaming about a baby.  Maybe she's upset
                   because she wanted to make a baby sandwich herself.)  Anyway, 
                   you're trying to gather all of the fixings and take them back to the 
                   lair to fix yourselves a sandwich.
Levels: Please refer to the Goblin description in the Dor Un Avathar 
 
















Further Kobold Adventures

2- Kobold Ice Cream Social!
	The Kobolds are out again searching for ingredients to make a Baby Banana Split (including the baby!)  But this time the townspeople are wise to their tricks and are trying to retrieve the items from the Kobolds before they can build their ice cream treat!

Materials:  baby, shield (bowl), banana halves, iceball/entangle/fireball (ice cream scoops), whipped cream, chocolate sauce, cherry (we used a juggling ball)


3- Kobold Kegger!  (all kobolds!  All the time!)
	(Everyone is a Kobold.)  Those wild crazy guys of Kobold U have decided to have a keg party.  But, as usual, things get a little out of hand, and the kegger becomes a huge every-man-for-himself free-for-all.  Duck!

Materials:  at least one keg (is considered a siege weapon if made to size)


4- Kobold Tea Party
	Mother Kobold has decided that her boys need to learn some manners.  (those townspeople really don’t seem to appreciate her boys’ sense of humor)  So she decides to hold an afternoon tea to improve their manners and improve relations between her boys and the townspeople.  She sends her boys out to gather the necessary items for the party.
	Little does she know, the townspeople are also holding a tea party of their own to celebrate the safe return of the baby!  First team to get all of the items wins.

Materials:  tea cups, tea plates, tea pot, sugar, treats  (not to exceed 10 physical items)


5- Daddy’s Home!  Who’s Got the Baby?
	Daddy Kobold has come home to find his boys playing Hot Potato with the baby (Hot Potato works a lot like Smeer the Queer).  But those strange townspeople want their baby back!  The game ends when one team is shattered.

Materials:  Baby


6- Kobolds Ate the Game Designers
	(Can only be played with game designers present)  The Kobolds have two dolls that resemble the game designers, and basically take their revenge on them for all the silly games!

Materials:   dolls resembling the game designers


